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No component defined
Now search data for medicine templates is always re-indexed after editing a template, not just when
the template name has changed.
[ RENO-9082 ]

The Admin UI window for maintaining user information has been optimized to support a large number
of users. If the installation has more than 100 users, they are now not loaded when the window is
opened. Instead, a new search text box is shown where the user can input the first few characters of
a user's first name, last name or username. The users fulfilling the entered criteria will then be
loaded. Also, the loading of users from the database has been optimized.
[ RENO-9283 ]

It is now possible to store patient's consent for querying RF for a limited time. A set of predefined
time periods can be defined and selected when registering the consent.
The consent is registered with information on who consented (patient himself, parents...). Also, it is
now possible to register that the patient has rejected RF lookup.
The consent information in the patient banner (top of the FM main window) now shows information
about when the consent was accepted/rejected and the expiration date when applicable.
The patient information window now shows the new version of the consent registration.
[ RENO-9291 ]

Patients can be loaded via the FM admin dashboard.
In order to merge patients a merge file needs to be created that lists the patients who should be
merged and which doctor should be notified of the merge.
An example of such a file is included in: http://support.thula.is/browse/RENO-9385
[ RENO-9385 ]

When more than one prescription unit is found for a drug, the user is now forced to select which unit
to use. The FM no longer automatically selects the first unit found.
[ RENO-9473 ]

Certificate validation checks are now based on date and time rather than just a date. This resolves an
issue where certificates were not considered valid until the day after they were issued.
[ RENO-9490 ]

Doctors are now required to approve prescriptions imported by assistants.
[ RENO-9498 ]

Assistants can update M9.5 permissions via the patient information screen, and view M8 permissions
if the fastlege of the patient is a local user.
[ RENO-9499 ]

Assistants now see cached RF lookup results in "Andre forskrivninger".
[ RENO-9506 ]

